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INTRODETION 
In this paper, we begin a study of the lower dimensional relative cohomo- 
logy groups of algebras defined by Hochschild [7]. Section 1 gives a few 
known but basic results. The results show how the relative cohomology 
groups for noncommutative rings of dimensions 1,2, and 3 correspond to the 
cohomology groups studied in commutative deformation theory. We show, 
for example, that they are the cohomology groups of a noncommutative 
cotangent complex. This correspondence motivates our definitions of smooth- 
ness and rigidity. 
From the results of Section 1, we see that if R is a semisimple ring and A 
is an augmented ring over R, i.e., there are ring morphisms R -+ A -R 
whose composition is the identity, then A is smooth over R if it is a tensor 
algebra over R. In Section 2, we show that the converse is also true under 
some additional hypothesis on A. 
For the remainder of the paper, we only consider tensor algebras that are 
associated to K-species, where K is a field (see Section 3 for definitions). 
Section 4 gives results on the rigidity of factors of these tensor algebras. It is 
shown that there are tensor algebras, each of whose factor rings is rigid. We 
call such tensor algebras factor rigid and classify them in Section 5. Note that 
the phenomenon of factor rigidity does not occur in the commutative theory, 
where a polynomial ring over a field K is factor rigid over k if and only if it is 
just the field k itself. 
I would like to thank D.S. Rim for introducing me to this subject and for 
his many helpful suggestions. 
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1. THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS AND THE COTANGENT COMPLEX 
We assume the reader is familiar with the work of Hochschild [7] on 
relative homological algebra. We use his terminology freely in this section. 
We begin by showing that the relative cohomology groups defined by 
Hochschild can be viewed as right derived functors of derivations. This is a 
slight generalization of the work of Barr-Rinehart [l], whose method we 
follow closely. Let K be a fixed commutative ring. All rings we consider will be 
assumed to be K-algebras and all ring morphisms will be K-algebra morphisms. 
Let A be a K-algebra. By Ae we mean the enveloping ring A Ok A”p, where 
A”p denotes the opposite ring. By an R-ring, we mean a ring together with a 
ring morphism from R to that ring which we call the structure map. Let CR 
denote the category of R-rings and ring morphisms preserving the structure 
maps. Let A be an R-ring and let mod(A) denote the category of two-sided 
A-modules. As usual, we freely identify mod(A) with the category of left 
A”-modules. 
Let A be an R-ring. The structure map R --f A induces a ring morphism 
R” -+ Be. Let Q be the class of left A”-modules that are (A”, Re)-injective 
modules (see [7] for definitions). Now consider the functor hom,,(A, -) 
from mod(A) to abelian groups. Then the ith relative Hochschild cohomology 
group of A over R, denoted @(A, R, -) is the ith derived functor of 
homAc(A, -) using the class Q as the injectives and (rZ”, Re)-exact sequences 
for exact sequences. 
Let A and B be rings in CR and B A A be a morphism in CR . Let M be 
in mod(A). Define derf(B, 32) = (9’ E horn&B, M) 1 I = f(x) v(y) + 
v(x)f(y)}. Consider de+, -) as a functor from mod(A) to abelian groups. 
Let Hfi(B, -) be its ith derived functor using the class Q. In case f: A - A 
is the identity, we will write der,(A, 31) for derf(A, M) and H”(AjR, N) for 
H,i(A, M). 
There is an (A8, Re)-exact sequence 0 + I-+ A ,$$!R A 3 A -+ 0 where 
m(a @ a’) = au’. The functors hom,,(l, -) and der,(A, -) are naturally 
equivalent [2, pp. 1681. Hence, Exti (Ae,R&, LW) = Hi(A/R, M). Finally, 
A OR A is an (A&, Re)-projective module. So we get: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. H”(A,/R, M) E @+l(A, R, N) ij II > 0. 
We now state the basic result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.2. 
(1) Let R + A + B be ring morphisms and let M be (I two-sided B- 
module. Then we have the exact sequence: 0 -+ HO(B,/A, M) --f HO(B/R, M)+ 
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HO(AiR, &I)+H’(BiA, M) + H’(B/R, A4)+ Hl(A/R, M) ---f Hs(B:‘A, :%I)+ 
H*(B/R, M) + H2(A/R, 121). 
(2) Let A be in CR . Suppose 0 -+ &I + M---f M” -+ 0 is an exact 
sequence of two-sided A-modules. Then we have the long exact sequence: 
0 --f HO(AIR, M’) -+ HO(AIR, M) + HOAiR, M”) + Hl(A/R, M’) 
+ Hl(A/R, M) + H’(A/R, M”) + H2(A/R, M’) -+ H2(A/R, M) 
-+ H2(A/R, J/l”) --+ H3(AIR, M’) + ... . 
(3) Computation of the cohomology groups. Let A be an R-ring. Suppose X 
is a left projective R%nodule and that the tensor algebra TR(X) = 
R + X + X OR X + @“, X + ... maps surjectively onto A, i.e., we have 
TR(X) -+ A L 0 is exact. Let I = ker(f). Let F be a projective left TR(X)e- 
module such that there is and exact sequence left T,(X)e-modules 
0 -+ K + F 5 I -+ 0. Finally, let K, be the submodule of K generated by 
elements of the form xy(y) - g(x) y where s and y are elements of F. 
Then, if M is a left Ae-module, 
Hi(rZ/R, M) = der,(A, M), 
H”‘(A/R, -11) = coker(der,(T,(X), :16r) d hom,,(l/la, M), 
I 
if i = 0, 
if i= 1, 
Hi(A/R, -%‘) = coker(hom,,(F;(I + FI), M) x hom,,(K/K, , M), 
if i = 2, 
where Zrv(x) = p)(x) for IJJ E der,( TR(X), M) x E I and ff denotes the image of 
x in I/I2. a1 is induced from the A”-morphism K/K, - F/(IF + FI) which in 
turn is induced from K ---, F. 
(4) Let X be a finitely generated projective left R”-module. Let TR(X) be 
the tensor algebra R + X L X .BR X f ..’ . Then Hj(T,(X)/R, M) = 0 
for i = 1, 2 for all left T,(X)“-modules M. 
Proof. (l), (3), and (4) can be derived directly from the commutative 
theory. We leave the translation to the noncommutative theory to the reader 
and give Rim [9] as a reference. 
Part (2) is proven in [7]. Q.E.D. 
By (3) and (4) of Theorem 1.1, we see that the tensor algebras TR(X) 
play a role in noncommutative theory similar to that played by polynomial 
rings in commutative theory. In the next section, under suitable hypotheses, 
we show that tensor algebras are the smooth rings in that they are the R-rings 
such that Hl(A/R, -) = 0 and A is a left flat Re-module. 
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We now show that there is a cotangent complex for noncommutative rings 
similar to that for commutative rings [lb, Sect. 1.11. 
If A is an R-ring, let 52,,, denote the Kahler differentials of A over R. That 
is, let QA,s = ker(A OR -4 2 A). Then, if M is an A-module, we have 
that der,(A, M) = hom,,(Qn,,, , M). Let 0 -+ II TR(X) A A + 0 and 
0 + K -+F 5 I + 0 be exact sequences of left T,(X)e-modules where X 
is a projective Re-module and F is a projective left T,(X)e-module. Let K, 
be as in Theorem 1.1. 
Consider the complex 
L A,R:O-+K,%-o+A @ F @ AZA @ J&pIR 0 A 
T&K) TR,(X) T.r&X) TR(X) 
where K/K, -+ -4 sTRtx) F @jTRcX) A z F/IF + FI is induced from K -+ F 
and where d, is defined by d,(a @ x @ a’) = Q @ d(iog(x)) @ a’ for a, 
a’ E A, x E F, and d is the canonical derivation TR(X) -+ sZT,(x);R , given by 
d(t) = t @ 1 - I @ t. Then, by Theorem 1.1(3), it easily follows that if IM 
is a left Ae-module 
Hi(A/R, M) = Hi(hom,,(L,!, , ;M) fori=0,1,2 
where the right-hand side is the cohomology of complex hom,e(L,;, , M). 
Thus, L,,, plays the role of the contangent complex. 
Finally, let me give another interpretation of Hl(A/R, M). Let Ext(A/R, 32) 
be the set of isomorphism classes of R-ring extensions in C, of A by M, i.e., 
extensions 0 ---f M--+ B -% -4 + 0 where M is an ideal by Ma = 0 and 0 
isinCR. TwoextensionsO-&I-B~A-O~~~O-+M-+B’~AAO 
are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism T: B 2 B’ in C, such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
B 
O-+M A --+ 0. 
Using the description of Hl(A/R, M) given in Theorem 1.1(3), the usual 
arguments [lo, Sect. 1, Theorem l] can be applied to get: 
THEOREM 1.3. There is a l-l correspondence between elements of 
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HI(A/R, M) and elements of Ext(A/R, 144). In particular, if R is commutative 
and if we require that every R + B + A in CAIR has the property that R maps 
into the center of B, then -(AIR, M) is just the second Hochschild cohomology 
group H2(A, M) of A over R (for example, see [6, Proposition 6.21). 
2. SMOOTHNESS OF TENSOR ALGEBRAS 
Following the commutative theory, we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Given a ring morphism R -+ A we say A is smooth over R 
if A is a flat left Re-module and Hl(A/R, M) = 0 for all left A”-modules M. 
Recall that we have fixed a commutative ring k and assume that all rings 
are K-algebras and all ring maps are K-algebra maps. For this section, we 
fix a semisimple ring R and we also assume Re = R Ok ROP is semisimple. 
We will be considering augmented R-rings, i.e., rings A together with ring 
morphisms R -+ A --f R such that the composition is the identity. Con- 
sidering only such rings is a reasonable restriction since it is analogous to a 
situation often studied is commutative deformation theory. Kamely, one 
considers the following setup. Let R be a field. Then one studies the deforma- 
tions of augmented R-algebras A of finite type. Thus, in such cases, one has 
R -+ A + R such that the composition is the identity. 
Finally, let me describe another situation that arises quite often in non- 
commutative ring theory. Let A be an Artin ring such that the canonical 
surjection A + Ajrad(A) splits. Then A is an augmented A/rad(A)-ring. This 
is in fact the case in most of the rings that are considered in later sections. 
The following theorem is known [lo], but I know of no proof in print. It is 
included for completeness. 
THEOREM 2.1. If X is a Jinitely generated left R”-module and I is an ideal 
in TR(X) such that I C Jz where J = X +X$&X+@iX+..., thenthe 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T,(X)/I is smooth over R. 
(2) Hl((T,(X),/I)/R, M) = 0 for all left (TR(X)/I)e-modules M. 
(3) H2((TR(X),/I)/R, S) = 0 for all simple left Re-modules S. 
(4) I = 0. 
Note that TR(X)/I need not be Artin. 
Proof. 1 o 2 and 2 3 3 are clear. 4 * 2 follows from Theorem 1.2(4). 
3 3 4. Suppose I # 0. Let 1 = I/(IJ + /I). Choose an Re-simple 
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summand S of I’. Define OZ: hom,.(I/12, S) by the composition I/P-+ 
I+pro@ction S. Using the fact that I c J2 one may now easily show 
that (Y # &p, for all v E der,(T,(X), S). Thus, Hl(A/R, S) # 0 where 
A = T-,(X)/I. Q.E.D. 
As an application we look at splittable Artin K-algebras. That is, let K be a 
field and let (1 be an Artin k-algebra with radical r. Assume that A/r is a 
separable k-algebra and that the ring surjection /l+ A/r splits. Then A is 
smooth over Air if and only if A is isomorphic to the tensor algebra 
TA;Jr,/r2). Note that the hypothesis insure that TAll(r/r2) maps epimor- 
phically onto A such that the kernel has the property that it is contained in 
OXl,W + $&p/r” + ... . 
We now specialize our study to a class of semisimple rings R and tensor 
algebras over R that we will be concerned with in Section 4 and 5 and in 
subsequent papers. 
3. K-SPECIES 
Let k be a fixed field. The following definition is due to P. Gabriel [4]. 
DEFINITION. Let 4 be a finite set. A K-species S = (Ki , iMi)i,j,Y is a 
collection of division rings Ki that is finite dimensional and central over K and 
Ki - Ki modules J!f~ such that dim, &Ii < co. 
Let S = (Ki , i&rj)i,jo> be a K-species. We may associate a tensor algebra 
T(S) to S as follows. Let R be the product ring nis9 Ki and let X be the 
direct sum of the &Vfj’s. Clearly X is a left R Ok ROD-module where R is 
considered to be a K-algebra with K acting through the diagonal of R. Finally, 
T(S) is the tensor algebra 
T,(X)=RIX--SOX$-~X_.... 
R R 
We call T(S) the tensor algebra associated to S. 
We now list some basic properties of these tensor algebras. 
(1) T(S) = TR(X) is an Artin K-algebra o @:R X = 0 for some 
nohomR,(K,@Ki,J)=Ofor alli, where J=X+X@iX+.... 
(2) R = nIie/ Ki and R” are both semisimple K-algebras. Note that 
each K, oB KTP is a simple K-algebra. 
(3) If K is algebraically closed then Kd = k for all i ~4. 
(4) Suppose (1 is an Artin K-algebra such that A/rad(A) z HiEN Ki 
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and rad(A)/rad(A)2 E ui,i.p Jklj after identifying A/rad(A) with I-& Ki . 
Then the canonical ring surjection A --f A/rad(A) splits if and only if A is 
isomorphic to a factor ring T(S)/1 of T(S) for some ideal I such that 
JnCIC/2forsomenwhereJ=X+X@,X+~~*. 
We may also associate a graph G(S) to the k-species S as follows. G(S) 
has exactly m vertices, where m is the number of elements in Y. We identify 
the set 9 with the vertices of G(S). If i,j E Y are vertices of G(S), then there 
are exactly n(i, j) arrows from i to j where n(i, j) is the number of simple 
Ki al, KTP-modules in a decomposition of &Mj . We call G(S) the (generator) 
graph associated to S or more simply the graph associated to S. Note that if 
each Ki = k then n(i, j) = d im, $Mj since Ki oli KPP is isomorphic to k as 
k-algebras. 
We will also need another graph which we call the reduced (generator) 
graph associated to the k-species S. Given G(S), the reduced graph, denoted 
G(S), has the same vertices as G(S) and if i, j E 9, G(S) has one arrow from 
i to j if and only if &Ii f 0. If &lj = 0 then G(S) has no arrows from i to j. 
We give two easy examples to clarify the definitions. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let 3 = (l}, Kl = k and rM1 = V where V is an n-dimen- 
sional k-vector space. Then T(S) is the graded k-algebra k -+ V + V @k v 
+ ..a . Thus, T(S) is the noncommutative polynomial ring over k in n 
variables. Furthermore G(S) is 
n arrows and G(S) is 1 l 
3 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 9 = { 1, 2 ,..., m], Ki = k and 
Then G(S) = G(S) is the graph ! --f T --t ... -+ “I:’ + “. By Mitchel [8, Ex. 
81 and Green [5, Theorem A], we find that T(S) is the m x m upper trian- 
gular matrix ring over k. 
In the next two sections we study tensor algebras associated to a k-species 
and their factor rings. For this, it will be convenient to make a few definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. Let S = (Ki , ilWj)i,j,s be a k-species. Let R = niss Ki 
and X = Ui,jEg J!lj . 
(1) If i, j ~9, we say i is connected to j if and only if JWj # 0 (if and 
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only if n(i, j) # 0). We d enote this by i <j. If iMj = 0 we write i< j. 
Finally i < j means i < j or i = j. 
(2) If i, j ~3, we say i is path connected to j, which we denote by 
i <= j, if there exists a sequence of vertices i = ir , i2 ,..., i, = j in 9 such 
that it < it+, for t = l,..., Y - 1. Note that i is path connected to j if and only 
if in the reduced graph G(S) there is a subgraph of the form: 
Equivalently, it is easy to show that i is path connected to j if and only if 
hom,.(Ki6&KjDP,J)#Owhere J=X+X&X+*--. 
(3) We say G(S) h as a path cycle if there is a set of distinct vertices 
. . 
i1 ,..., z, ,ji ,..., jp ~4, T > 2, s > 1 such that it < it+l , for t = l,..., Y - 1, 
jt < jt+l for t = l,..., s - 1, il < j, and jS < i,. . Graphically, G(S) has a 
path cycle if and only if G(S) has a subgraph of the form: 
Finally, note that T(S) is not Artin o i <?, i for some i ~4. 
4. STRONG RIGIDITY 
Following commutative deformation theory we say an R-ring II is rigid 
over R if W&l/R, /1) = 0 and /l is a left flat Re-module. One would like to 
classify the rigid R-rings but at this time no such classification exists. When 
we restrict to factor rings of tensor algebras associated to a K-species, there 
are a number of results that can be proven. As one might expect, we find 
situations occurring in the noncommutative theory that are quite unlike the 
commutative theory. 
DEFINITION. Let /l be an R-ring. We say rl is strongly rigid over R if n 
is a left flat Re-module and HI(A/R, M) = 0 for all ideals and factor rings M 
of A. 
If/l is strongly rigid over R, then of course it is rigid over R. In commu- 
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tative theory, strong rigidity does not seem to be a worthwhile concept. For 
example, if R is a field and /1 is an augmented R-algebra of finite type, then A 
is strongly rigid over R o (1 is smooth over R. The following theorems 
together with the results of Section 2 show that in the noncommutative 
theory strong rigidity is not the same as smoothness. 
Let S = (I&, iMj)i,jsJ be a K-species. Let R = IJ.3 Ki and 
X = IJjeN JWj . Let T = R + X + X OR X + ... be the tensor algebra 
associated to S and let e be the associated reduced graph. Finally, let 
J=x+x&X+... . We begin by proving an easy but useful lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I be an ideal in T. Let A = T/I and M be a two-sided 
A-module. Then hom,(I/lg, M) is naturally contained in horn&I, M), where 
f = (I/q/(J(II”) + (I/P) J). 
Proof. There is a canonical A”-surjection q~: I/I2 --f f. Since R” is a semi- 
simple ring and v, in particular, is an Re-morphism, there is an R”-splitting 
of v, say ?I’. Let Y*: hom,,(I/P, M) -+ horn,@, M) by ?I’*( f) = f o Y. 
One may easily show !P* is an injection. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose T is Artin, that is 01; X = 0 for some n, and 
suppose that e has no path cycles. Then T/Jn is strongly rigid over R for all n. 
In particular T/J” is rigid over R, for all n. Note that since T is 
Artin, J = rad(T). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, hom(riJ,) e(p/ Jzn, M) is contained in 
hom,J]n/Jn+l, M) = hom,,(@,” X, M) for any (T/l”)“-module M. Thus, 
if M is an ideal of T/p or a factor ring of T/ Jn, then hom,,( 0,” X, M) = 0. 
This is so, since e having no path cycles and T being Artin implies that each 
simple Re-module, in fact Kt & K,““, can occur as a summand of Js/Js+l = 
0: X for at most one s. Hence, IG((T;‘J”) R, M) = coker(der,(T, M) + 
home.,,,) e( J”/ Jzn, M)) = 0 for &’ an ideal or a factor ring of T/]“. 
Q.E.D. 
Now assume that each Ki = h. 
THEOREM 4.3. If T is Artin, dim, iMj < 1 for all i, j ES and G has no 
path cycles, then T/I is strongly rigid over R for all ideals I in T. 
Proof. Let I be an ideal in T. By hypothesis, each simple Re-module 
Ki oI, Kgp can occur in at most one factor module of an R” composition 
series of T. Thus, the Re-simple summands off = (1/12)/( J(I/12) + (1/12) J  
are distinct from the Re-summands of T/I considered as an Re-module. Thus 
horn&, M) = 0 if &I is an ideal or factor ring of T/I. By Lemma 4.1, 
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hom(,,,),(l/P, M) = 0 for &I an ideal or factor ring of T/I. Therefore, T/I is 
strongly rigid over R. Q.E.D. 
Thus, if each Ki = k, we get 
COROLLARY 4.4. If the associated graph G of S has no cycles, that is, the 
associatedgraph is a “tree,” then each factor ring of T(S) is strongly rigid over R. 
Proof. If G has no cycles, then one may easily check that the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Kate that the converses of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 are not true. 
Again assuming each Ki = k, we get 
COROLLARY 4.5. If the tensor algebra T associated to S is offinite representa- 
tion type then each factor ring of T is strongly rigid over R. 
Proof. By the results of Gabriel (see Dlab-Ringel [3] or Green [5]), T 
being of finite representation type implies that the graph associated to S has 
no cycles, Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 4.3 we see that there are tensor algebras with the property 
that each factor ring is rigid. Under the hypothesis that each Ki = k, we 
classify such tensor algebras in the next section. 
5. FACTOR RIGIDITY 
Let k be a fixed field and S = (Ki , &V&) i, j E .Y be a k-species. As pointed 
out in Section 4, it is possible that the tensor algebra T associated to S has the 
property that each factor ring of T is rigid. In general, we make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITIOK. An R-ring il is factor rigid over R if A/I is rigid over R for 
all ideals I in 9. 
Thus, we see that if each Ki = k, and if the associated graph to S has no 
cycles, then T is factor rigid. In this section we classify the factor rigid tensor 
algebras. We will see that the class of factor rigid tensor algebras is slightly 
larger than just those whose graphs have no cycles. 
We remark that the method of proof is constructive in that if T is not 
factor rigid, we show how to construct an ideal I and a nonzero element of 
Hi(( T/I)/R, T/I). We begin with a series of results that are valid for all tensor 
algebras associated to a k-species. First we make some remarks and definitions 
to simplify notation. 
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LetR=lJI,,NKKi,X=u.. Z.,E~iiMjandT=R+X+XO,X+..‘. 
Let J = X + X OR X + ... C T. If ir , ia ,. . ., i, E 9, let M(ir , is ,. .., i,) = 
i,:k?i, @JR i,Mi, 8s ... OR i,-l:lli, and let n(ir ,..., i,.) equal the number of 
simple summands in a Ki, (& Ki,Pdecomposition of ;M(i, ,..., i,). Kate that 
n(i,j) is the number of arrows from i to j in G(S). 
One can easily verify the following statements: 
(1) n(ii ,..., i,) > n(il ,..., it) r~(i~,~  i,,z ,..., i,) for all t = 2 ,..., Y - 1. 
(2) n(i, j) < min{dim&1/l), dim(i:Uj),l). 
(3) If each Ki = k, then n(i, j) = dim, $j and n(ir ,..., i,) = 
IIZ n(& , it+,). 
DEFINITION. If E is a set of elements in the tensor algebra T, let (E) 
denote the ideal generated by E in T. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. dssume JWj = 0 for all i E 9. Suppose there exists a, 
b, c, d EY such that n(a, b) > 1, n(c, d) > 1 and b <9 c. Then T is not factor 
rigid over R. 
Proof. Since b <= c, 3, < iz < ... < i, such that i1 = b, i, = c and 
n(i, , it+1) + 0 for t = l,..., r - 1. 
Decompose .;71, = J$l + $Wb2 as a K, ok K,“’ module and $I, = 
,Mdl 0 &l,* as a K, ok Kz’module. Let I = @Zbl OR M(i, , is ,..., i, ,d)j+ 
(M(a, i1 ,..., i,) B)R (ei~Zdl)i L J’p2. Kate that 1/P maps surjectively onto 
1/(1J + JI). Now 1/(J1 + 1J) maps surjectively onto $kZbl OR M(i, ,..., i, ,d) 
f M(a, i1 ,..., i,) @:R (&Wdl). We also note that a-Mb2 @)R M(ir ,..., ir) OR 
(,Md2) n I = (0). Choose nonzero elements xi E O:V,,i, yi E e:ll,i, i = 1, 2 and 
2+ E i,IMi,+l for t = I,..., r - 1. Then it is easy to see that there is an element 
f E hom(T~I)~(I/12, T/I) such that f (xlzl **. zrplyl) = x2zl **- z,.-~Y~ . We now 
show &V(xr~, -0. z,-,y,) = 0 for each v E der,( T, T.‘I). Let q.~ E derR( T, T/I). 
Then 
Each element on the right-hand side is zero since if w E &Ij for any i, j E 3 
then y(w) E ,Mj + J2 since each iM, = 0. Thus, Hl((T/I),/R, T/I) + 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume ,M, = 0 for all i ~9. Suppose there exists a, 6, 
c, d E 9 such that a < 6, c < d and n(b, c) > 1. Then T is not factor rigid. 
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Proof. Decompose +IIG = &I,’ &, &&a as Kb ok KzP module. Let 
I = (,Mb OR @I#> + (J&1 OR (&Id)) + j3. Choose nonzero elements 
xi E JZ,i, i = 1, 2, u E ,$I,, and v E JMd . Chooseje hom&J~~ SR (,IM,l) + 
JMcl sR (,M,), 7’/1) such that j(q) = Urea ndj(x,v) = 0. Then J induces 
f E hom(r&l,‘l’, T/I) given by the composition I/I” + I/(JI + IJ) -+ 
JliTb sR ,,Mcl + &I$ OR ,ilId -+ T/I. Th e proposition follows if we show that 
f + +,o for all v E der,( T, T,‘I). Let q~ E der,( T, T/I). Suppose f = 6,q. Then 
i-5, = app(u.vl) = zqJ(xl) f a1 . Since JIi = 0 for all i E I, q(u) x1 = 0 - - 
and hence y(q) # $!Ibl + J’. But 0 = &q(x, v) = x&v) f v,(q) e. Now 
x&v) = 0 5 v(q) v = 0 3 q~(x,) E .Mbl + j*. Contradiction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume Jli = 0 for all i E 4. Suppose there exist 
a, b E 9 such that n(a, b) > 1. If there exist c, d ~9 such that c &, d, d gV c 
and either c, d cl, a or b <a c, d then T is not factor rigid over R. 
Proof. We prove the result for b <= c, d. There exists distinct vertices in 
J, cr , d1 and i,, < il < ~~~<i,suchthati,,=b,i,<c,,andi,.<d,.For 
simplicity we assume r = 0, c, = c and d1 = d. Thus we have a < b, b < c 
and b < d. Decompose aMb = $U,,r 0 $&,a. Choose nonzero elements 
xi E ~J!&i, i= 1,2,z~~M~ and u:~,.Wi,. 
Let I = (aJ&l OR (a&)) i- (J&l OR (bMd)> f J”. Choose 
pi homR&J&,l OR && + $&l OR bid , T/I) such that ~(x,.z) = x2 and 
f(x,m) = 0. Then f induces f E hom(r/,,~(l/l*, T/I) by the composition 
As in Proposition 5.2, one may now show that f f Zr~ for all v E der,( T, T/I). 
Thus, Hr(( T/I)/R, T/I) f 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose JIi = 0 for all i E J. Suppose there exists 
21 ,-..> i, E $ such that M(i 1 ,..., i,) f 0. Finally, suppose there is an ideal I in 
T such that M(i, ,..., i,) + Jr C I. Then ;f th ere exists an f E hom(,,l),(l/12, T/I) 
such that f(x) + 0 for some x E M(i, ,..., i,), then H’((T/I)/R, T/I) # 0. 
Proof. We will show that if IJJ E der,(T, T/I) then &y(x) = O for all 
x E M(i, )...) i,). Let x E M(i, ,..., i,) and q E der,( T, T/I). Then X can be 
written as a sum of elements of the form x1 *-a x,.-r where each xj E i,M.. . 
But %4x, *-. X,-1) = xi’=;’ X1 *-* Xj-lp(Xj) Xj+l *** XrP1 . Since ii%!li = 0 f0YAl 
i E 9, q~(xi) E ijMij+l + J”, and hence x1 a** Xj-rQ(xi) xjT1 -.* x,.-r E 
M(i,, . . . . i,) + J’ _C I. Therefore, a@(s) = 0. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. Suppose 
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S = (Ki , i;M,) i,j ~4 is a K-species such that each Ki = K. Let T (resp. G, 
e) be the tensor algebra (resp. graph, reduced graph) associated to S. Let 
R=niesKi, X=Ui,i<Mj and J=X+X@RX+..*CT. Recall 
that n(i,j) = dim, i&Zj and if i1 < iz < -.* < i, then n(il ,..., i,) = 
IllI: n(ij , ij+J. 
THEOREM 5.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is factor rigid over R. 
(2) H1(( T/I)/R, T/I) = 0 for all ideals I _C T. 
(3) IF((T/I)/R, T/I) = 0 for all ideals I _C T such that J” c I for some 
n andIC J. 
(4) (i) T is Artin, 
(ii) G has no path cycles, 
(iii) n(i 1 ,-. ., 6) < max{& , GA n(L , i,)), 
(iv) if n(i, j) > 1 then if either j <p 1, I’ OY 1,l’ <pi it follows that 
1 6, I’ or 1’ <,I. 
Remark. (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (i’) dim, hom,,(M(il ,..., i,), T) = 
(dim, M(i, ,..., i,.))” for all il ,..., i, ~4. 
Proof. (I) o (2) by definition since R’ is semisimple. (2) 3 (3) is clear. 
(3) + (4): We will show not-(4) * not-(3). 
(I) Assume T is not Artin. Then there exists i1 < i2 < ... < i, < i1 . 
Let i,+1 = i1 . Choose r as small as possible. Thus, we may assume the ii’s 
are distinct, j = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Case 1. r = 1. That is, there exists i ~4 such that $Mi f 0. Let 
n = dim, ZMi f 0. Let 
where not both a, b = i. 
Then T/I is isomorphic to the product ring 
K1 x K? x ‘.. X Ki-1 X Ki[xl ,**.p x,]/(x~ ,...p X,)~ X K<Ll X .*. X Km 
where each Ki = k and KI[xl ,..., xn]/(xl ,..., x,J2 is the commutative poly- 
nomial ring in n-variables over k factored out by the maximal ideal squared, 
(Xl ,..‘> .Y,)~. This is wellknown to have deformations, even as a commutative 
k-algebra. 
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Case 2. Y 3 2. By Proposition 5.1, we may assume n(ij , ij+J = 1 for 
j = l,..., I since ii+l <= ij . Let 
I=(,.w+ where (a, b) + (ii , ij+l) for j = I,..., Y. 
Choose nonzero elements xi in +:Wi for j = l,..., Y and let ej be the 
identity in Kj , j = I,..., Y. Definefe hdzR8(I& M(ii , ii+1 ,..., i, , i1 ,..., ii), 
T/I) by ~(x~x~+~ .e. x,.zcx, ... xi-J = g, for 1 < j < Y. Then one may easily 
check that f induces a (T/1)6-map f: I/Z2 -+ T/I such that f f 89 for all 
v E der,( T, T/I). 
(II) Henceforth we assume T is Artin. Thus, there is no i EX such 
that i <,, i and in particular, Jgi = 0, for all i E Y. Now assume there exists 
a path cycle in the reduced graph associated to T. 
Then by definition, there exists distinct elements of 9, il , i2 ,.. ., i, , 
I1 ,***,I.3 , Y > 2, and s 3 1 such that il < i2 < 1.. < i,. and il < jl < jz < 
... <j,<i,. 
Case 1. Y = 2. Choose a nonzero element x in i,:VZi . Let j,, = il , and 
i,l = ir . Choose nonzero elements yt in itMil+, fo: t = o,..., s. Let 
I = (M(j, , j, ,..., jsel)) f Js+2 + (]l,.~i,) + (@fi,]). Let I’ = 
<yoyl **- Y,> C W(.& - j,,,)). Define f E hom,Q’,/(rJ + JI’), $VJi,) by 
f(y, , y1 . ..yJ = R Then J induces a map f e hom(ril, e(1/12, T/I) by the 
composition I/l2 + I/(JI -+ IJ) -+ I’i(Jp + 1’1) 2 (,Mi, -+ T/I. Replacing 
the i,‘s in Lemma 5.4 by j,, ,..., jS+* one sees that f satisfies the hypothesis of 
the lemma. Hence W((T/I)/R, T/I) + 0. 
Case 2. Y > 2. We may assume Y < s + 1. Then one defines an ideal I 
and a function again satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 5.4 in a similar 
fashion to Case 1. 
(III). Assume there exists i1 ,..., i, ~9 such that n(i,. ,..., i,) = 
nil: n(ij 9 ij-1) > max(n(il , i.J, n(i,.-&)}. This can only happen if: (a) Two 
different n(ij , ijel)‘s are greater than 1; or (b) if some n(ij , ii+l) > 1 for some 
j # 1, Y - 1. If the former holds, then by Proposition 5.1 T is not factor 
rigid. If the latter holds, then by Proposition 5.2 T is not factor rigid. 
If (iv) does not hold, then by Proposition 5.3, T is not factor rigid. 
Thus, we have shown that not-(4) implies not-(3). 
(4) * (2): We begin by finding conditions on T equivalent to (4). 
LEMMA 5.6. T satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) if and only ifgiven an ideal I C T 
we may choose K-bases for the JL!Tj such that: (a) I = (1/12)/(J (1/12) + (1/F)J) 
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has a k-basis formed just by products of the elements in the k-bases for the $Zj . 
(b) For the above choice, if n(i, j) > 1, then each basis element of iMj 
occurs in the product of at most one basis element of I. 
Proof. Since we only need the “only if” part of the lemma, we leave the 
other direction to the reader. We now sketch the “only if” part. Assume T 
satisfies (i)-(iv) and let I be an ideal in T. By (i) and (ii), we may choose basis 
elements for f from the M(i, ,..., ir). By (iii), given M(i, ,..., i,), at most one 
n(ij , ij+l) is greater than 1. Choose k-basses for the JZi and f. Using (iii) and 
(iv) one finds that if n(i, j) > 1 the elements of +Mj occurring in the elements 
of the basis of 4 can be taken to be linearly independent over k. Then using 
this, one may now choose bases of the JMj’s so that (a) and (b) hold. 
Q.E.D. 
We now continue proving (4) 3 (2). Let I be an ideal in T. Sup- 
pose T satisfies (i)-(iv). By- Lemma 3.1 there is a monomorphism 
Y: hom(,,,l)s(l/ls, M) -+ horn,@, Air). We will show H1(( T/I)/R, T/I) = 0 by 
showing that the composition der,( T, T/I) -% hom(,:,),(l/ls, T/I) z 
hom,,(I, T/I) is a surjection, and hence 8, is a surjection. (It also follows that 
Y is an isomorphism.) 
Let g E horn&, T/I). We will construct v E der,(T, T/I) such that 
Y 0 e,ql = g. 
Choose k-bases of the iMj so that (a) and (b) of Lemma 5.6 hold. Let x be a 
product of basis elements of the Jl, so that x is a basis element of 1. Let 
x = x1 ... x, where each xi is a basis element i.M,j+l . If each n(i? , ijT1) = 1 
then since N E 1, M(i r ,..., i,.-J C I and hence g(h) = 0 by (i) and (ii). Suppose 
one of the n(ij , ij+J’s greater than 1. Then it is either n(il , i.J or n(i, , itsI) 
but not both and all the other n(ij , ij+l)‘s are 1. Suppose n(ir , i2) > 1. Then 
by (i) and (ii), g(x) = ~~>~l*iz) 
-~ 
af x4 *.. x, E T/I where a, E k and the yt’s 
are the basis elements of $Vi, . A similar statement holds if n(iT , irAl) > 1. 
Let v E der,(T, T/I) = horn&X, T/I) be defined as follows. Let z be a 
basis element of some Jlflj . Then v(x) = 0 if either n(i,j) = 1 or if x does 
not occur in the product of some basis element of 1. Now if n(i, j) > 1 and z 
does occur in the product of some basis element x of 1, as noted above, 
x = z ZL’ or x = u z where w is a product of elements io the basis of other - 
Jllj’s. Furthermore, g(a) = x;“;ii;j’ atztw or x1$” zca,z, where the xi’s are 
the basis for Jfj and the a, are elements of k. In this case, define v(z) to be - 
x$” atzt E T/Z. This is well-defined since z occurs in at most one basis 
element of i. Now one may easily check Y 0 &lp, = g. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5.5. Q.E.D. 
Before giving some corollaries to Theorem 5.5 we restate the theorem in 
terms of the graph G. The proof is easy and left to the reader. 
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THEOREM 5.7. T is factor rigid over R if and only if G has no subgraphs of 















COROLL~Y 5.8. If S = (Ki , iMj)i,jo3 is a k-species such that each 
Ki = k and if the tensor algebra T associated to S is Artin, then T is factor 
rigid over R o H’(( T/I)/R, T/I) = 0 for all ideals I in T such that J” C I C Jz. 
Proof. (*): clear. 
(c): If T is Artin, by considering the proof that not-(4) 3 not-@) 
of Theorem 5.5, one notes that the ideals constructed such that 
H’((T/I)/R, T/I) # 0 in (ii)- h ave the property that they are contained 
in J2. Since T is Artin, p = 0 for some n. Q.E.D. 
I conjecture that Corollary 5.8 is true even if T is not Artin. 
COROLLARY 5.9. If T is the tensor algebra associated to the k-species 
S = (Ki 3 $fj)i,+ex with each Ki = k and X OR X = 0 then T is factor 
rigid over R. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.8. Q.E.D. 
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The following example shows that if T is factor rigid over R, it need not 
be the case that each factor ring of T is strongly rigid. 
EXA~IPLE 5.10. Let S = (Ki , iMj)i,jp/ be the k-species given by 
9 = {I, 2, 3}, Ki = k, i = 1, 2, 3 and 
iMj = k e k if i= l,j=2 
= k if i=2, j=3 
= 0 otherwise. 
Let T (resp. G) be the tensor algebra (resp. graph) associated to S. Then 
G is the graph ;s;-+-; and hence T is factor rigid over R. 
Let (.Q , wz} be a k-basis of IMz and {y} be a k-basis of &I~ . Let 
I = (x,y). Then I2 = 0. Let f: I+ ICI OR Ks by f(.qy) = 1 @ 1. Thus 
fe hom(m(IP, K OR W. 0 ne may easily show that f # ark for all 
q~ E der,(T, ICI OR K3). Finally ICI sR K3 is isomorphic to the socle of T/I. 
Hence, Hl((T/I)/R, socle(T/I)) # 0 and T/I is not strongly rigid over R. 
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